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Attempt questions from all Sections as per directions.

Section-A

Attempt allparts. Each part carries 2 marks. 2x 10=20

(a) What is object-oriented modelling ? When is

objected-oriented modelling useful ?

(b) What are subclasses and superclasses ? Give

examples of each ofthese.

(c) Name any five diagrams available inUML.

(d) What is JVIvI and what is Byte code.

(e) Write a program in JAVAto display the first l0

(0 What do you mean by Abstract classes and

Abstractmethods ?

(g) Explain the use oftry and catch in JAVA.
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(h) What is the order of method invocati.on in an

applet ?

(i) Define AWT and give name of qay five,AV/-T

0) Give any five differences between C++ and

- .-: JAYA

Section-d

Attenpt allparts. Each carries 6 marks.

(l) Describe the class diagram in Fig. 1 with its
various constraints, methods and atfributes. Create

, a corespording Instance diagram for the given

classdiagram

Fig.1

a)
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(h) What is the order of method invocation in an

applet ?

(1) Definl AWT and give name of any five 
-AWT

controls.

(i) Give any five differences between C++ and

JAVA.

Section-B

Attenpt al I p arts. Each carries 6 marks.

(+) Describe the class diagram in Fig. 1 with its

various constraints, methods and attributes. Create

a corresponding Instance diagram for the given

classdiagram.

i i Fig.l
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(b) State clearly the various operations which govern

the state diagram patterns for events and single

objects.

(c) Explain and compare SA/SD and JSD (Jackson

structured development) methodologies.

(d) Write a Java program for the operations

respective to Gaussian integers. Guassian

integers are observed as 'a*ib', where a and b are

integers and 'i' denotes imaginary part of the

Gaussian number. Operations are to be

implemented using a switch case with the default

conditions.

(e) Explain the procedure of JDBC connectivity in
Java with Windows database. A data of 200

students having following fields in records is to

be imported in Java.

Record structure :

RollNumber: Integer

Name : Characterarrayof 150

Address: Character anay of 200

Marks: Integer

Grade : Single character having values from
rA,Br rC' rDr or E'. Write a Javaprogram to import
these records from Windows and send them to
OutputTextFile.
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Section-C

Atterrryt al I que stions'

Attenpt any: onepart-Eachpartcanies lOmarts : 10x5:50

(a) Given Fig. 2 shows a portion of Metamodel

which describes generalization' A generali zation

is associated with various generalization roles'

which are the roles that object classes play in

generalization relationships' Role type is either

subclassorsuperclass.Doesthismodelsupport

multiple inheritance ? Explainyour answer'

Fig' i

(b) What is a functional dependency ? Explain with

suitable examples' From a "functional" point of

view, there maybe many different "applications"

in an "enterprise"' How do youiffegratethem?

4. Attemptany onepatt'Eachcarries l0marks:

(a) A simple digital watch has a displav ry T"
buttons to set it, the button A and button B' The

.watchhastrvomodesofoperation,displaytime
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, minutes are displayed, separated by flashing

colon. The set time mode has two sub-modes, set

hours and set minutes. The A button is used to

select modes. Each time it is pressed, the mode

advances in the sequence : display, set hours, set

minutes, display, etc. Within the sub-rnodes, the

button B is used to advance the hours or minutes

once each time it is pressed. Buttons must be

released before they can generate another event.

Prepare state diagram forwatch.

O) Explain with the required diagram the

synchronization of concurrent activities with

the emphasis over splitting control and merging

control.

Attempt any one part. Each carries 1 0 marks :

(a) Prepare the data flow diagram for computing the

volume and surface area of a cylinder. Inputs are

the heights and radius of the cylinder. Outputs

are volume and surfac e area. Discuss several

ways of implementing the data flow diagram.
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6.

(b) Describe OMT methodology as a sequence of

operations and d.raw a florv chart of it'

Atternpt any one part' Each part carries 1 0 marks :

(a) Explain 'the' Iife cyclic of thread with its

priorities. Explain multithreading in the lieu of
t^ ' :

followingterms:

(i) ThreadSYnchronization

,(,t,r,ktltl-thread Qolmunication

(iii) ThreadDeadlock

(iv) Thread Control : Suspend Stopl* *tlj

Give a code snipped that demonstrates

multithreading'

(b) Give the Java code with the functiol nelforming

each ofthe following operations for VO :

(1) ConstructingaFileNamePatht

(ii) GettingtheSizeofaFile' 
^

(iii) Count lines of a particular file'

(iv) Renaming aFile or Directory

(v) CoPYing aFileto anotherFile'
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Attempt any one part. Each carries I 0 marks :

(a) What are JavaBeans ? How does it provide
compound document capability to lava
applications ? Does a simple button is a Bean ? If
yes, explain how. Ifno! explain why not.

O) Explain the features and various artifacts of
Dynamic Billboard Applet.
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